CORRIGENDUM

TENDER NO: AIIMS/Pat/Tender/Ortho/C-ARM/2013 DATED: 10.09.2013


After pre-bid meeting on 16.09.2013 following corrigendum is issued:

1) USA FDA/ CE European should be there
2) Tender submission time should be extended 03/10/2013
3) Under the heading X ray generator point 3 should be read as Fluroscopy mA range in normal mode 3mA or more and in HD mode 7mA or more
4) Under the heading X ray generator point 4 should be read as – Power : 2 kw or more
5) Under heading image intensifier point one should be read as – input field size : 9” (dual field or more)
6) Headin 6 under C arm cart point 2 should be read as : Orbital travel  115 deg or more
7) Under heading other specifications point no 11 should be read as 3 ma or more instead of 7mA
8) Under heading additional features line two should be read as – the system should be ready to connect with HIS/ PACS/ DICOM ready with facility for CD/ DVD writing and image transfer through USB
9) In additional Features add in addition to those already mentioned - should have 100 or more image retrieval during surgery

(Rajiv Narayan)
Administrative Officer